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DEKO - Perfect Partitioning Solutions
DEKO is one of the leading companies in Europe producing and

This working process combined with our 40 years of experience

supplying demountable system as well as glazed partitioning

has made it possible for us to be a state-of-the-art company.

solutions and matching door systems. It is our strategy and goal
to manufacture flexible products based on prefabricated

Being an international product distributor, it is very important to

standardised components of high quality and design. Products

ensure that our focus on the four key aspects is maintained not

that comply with statutory requirements with regard to fire

only in our work nationally, but also in the work of our many

resistance, sound reduction as well as customer requirements in

distributors in 35 countries worldwide.

terms of the environment, functionality, aesthetics, and quality.
In order to supply high quality products, we base our product
Product development takes place at our head office in Denmark.

development on our own contracting experience as well as the

In Denmark we work both as a producer and as a contractor. The

experience of our partners. We co-operate closely with our

knowledge and experience from our contracting businesses is

international distributors as well as architects, contractors, and

used to develop new and innovative products.

end users. In that way, it is possible for us to obtain the necessary
inspiration and insight in the implementation and function of our

Our working process in these areas is based on four key aspects:

products. The insight and inspiration enables us to maintain an

Insight, Inspiration, Innovation, and Implementation.

innovative range of products that complies with national and
international standards.

DEKO is financially well-consolidated. That allows us to always

DEKO and DEKO distributors work according to specified terms

have a large production and stock capacity making it possible for

and conditions defined in a contract signed by both parties. This

us to offer our international distributors and customers fast

agreement provides security for DEKO, DEKO distributors and

delivery of the entire product range. It also allows our production

ultimately for customers and end users: DEKO distributors agree

department to work with the most modern facilities enabling us

to participate in a number of courses and to assure our company

to manufacture a product range always of the highest quality.

values in their distribution; DEKO agrees to deliver products that

Finally, it has resulted in the Dun and Bradstreet AAA rating.

comply with requirements as regards the environment, functionality, aesthetics, and quality.

As a service to our distributors, our export department is staffed
with highly experienced and competent employees ready to
assist our distributors in any way. They are dedicated to assisting
and supporting the distributor network. This includes support in
sales and marketing, assistance regarding the different phases of
the implementation process, and, needless to say, updated
information from the development department.

DEKO partitions ltd of denmark was established in 1970 and presently has approximately 300 employees. DEKO is the leading producer of
demountable, glazed, and folding partitions in Scandinavia and distributes its product range to more than 35 countries worldwide including
Europe, Africa, and Asia in co-operation with established local distributors.
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